ZIPmagic
Double Your Disk
from Your Boot Menu
Increase Disk Read
Speeds on SSD/HDD
Supports RAID Setups
No Driver Injection
Works on Windows
8.1 with Update 1
Attains Very High
Compression
Combines WIMBoot
and NTFS Technology
File and Folder
Exclusions
Transparent Access
to Apps and Data
Backup, Restore, and
Cloning for Disks
Safe and Reversible
Compression
“While the precompression estimate
showed a potential space
savings of about 19GB, I
ended up saving about
43GB.
I am delighted with the
results…we have gone
from having 18% free
space, which is potentially
problematic, to over
37%, which is
comfortable.”
Jeffrey A. Mirus, Ph.D.
CatholicCulture.org

DoubleSpace 2
Double Your Boot Disk!
Ideal for Fixed-Storage
Tablets, and Boot SSDs.
ZIPmagic DoubleSpace doubles your boot disk capacity.
Access to compressed data is completely transparent – all
of your installed applications run normally, and all of your
files remain fully accessible as if they were not compressed
at all. DoubleSpace runs on 32 bit and 64 bit Windows
8.1 with Update 1, and is ideal for compressing any boot
disk that you use to run Windows, such as fixed storage,
non-upgradeable Tablet PCs.






SAFE, UNDOABLE
FAST, MULTICORE
DRIVE IMAGING
BOOT DISKS
Learn more about
DoubleSpace 2.

Take a test drive today!
www.zipmagic.co

Superb Compression — Maximum Flexibility
If you are looking for the best compression to double
your boot disk capacity, DoubleSpace’s proven WIMBoot
technology is the answer. Your disk will grow to 200% of its capacity, on average.
You will also be able to recompress your disk as you add more data to it,
uncompress it if you would ever need to, or even clone your disk to another PC!

The Strongest Transparent Disk Compression for Windows
ZIPmagic DoubleSpace easily achieves compression ratios of 2.0:1 on your boot disk.
Disk compression takes advantage of all your available CPU cores, for the least
possible Windows downtime during processing.
Adjustable Compression — Five settings, MaxSpeed through MaxSpace
Work as fast as possible at the MaxSpeed setting, or compresses your data as
small as possible at the MaxSpace setting.
Undo Disk — Ensure data integrity
Optionally use an Undo Disk while compressing your disk, protecting you against
accidental data loss in the event of a power failure.
Folder Exclusions — Optimize frequently updated files
Keep locations that are frequently updated outside of your compressed image to
save even more space, compressing them with NTFS instead of WIMBoot.
[Re/Un]compress, Clone — Maintenance tools to keep your disk in top form
Recompress your disk to pick up the slack from deleted/updated files. Backup,
Restore, or Clone your disk to any PC – in compressed or uncompressed form.
One-Click Operation — No external USB booting, no driver injection
Simply restart your PC and choose ZIPmagic DoubleSpace from your boot menu
to process your disk – waste no time trying to find your PC’s drivers or a USB!

ZIPmagic is the inventor of transparent, full disk compression for
Microsoft Windows, and the primary innovator in the data compression
industry. For more information, and a free unrestricted 30 day trial
download, please visit www.zipmagic.co.

